Solutions for a secure environment
Technology Evaluation
License Resale
Professional & Managed Services
Solution Support
Ponemon Institute state …

“Security is getting more expensive
and difficult to manage”
Learn how Cyber Business Support can
help keep costs down and make smarter technology investments.

FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS
Cyber Business Support Limited evolved to fill a void between leading technology vendors and end-users. Founders Austin Challis and
Nick Thomas bring over four decades of knowledge surrounding
cyber security to leading technology vendors and major businesses
in Europe. Our team compliments this knowledge with passion,
pride and perfection for delivering exceptional solutions which
often focus on the process over technology. Our solutions focus on
three core areas.
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Cyber Business Support helped me
to solve the challenge of finding the
right technology to mitigate cyber
risks impacting our organisation, at

the right cost, in a timely manner
and in a way which works with your
operational processes.

Our success is your success and we realise this is driven through the
attention to detail we offer in respect of analysis of existing business processes and adaption of technology capabilities to suit your
Cyber Security goals.
Our consultants and engineers have extensive knowledge of the
Qualys Cloud Platform, having used it for more than 17 years, having implemented Qualys into companies such as Admiral, British
American Tobacco, Credit Suisse, DHL, DSG International, ED&F
Mann, Canon, Nokia, Ofgem, Skandia, T-Mobile, Tesco Stores,
Thomas Cook, Thomson Reuters, Visa Europe and WorldPay to
name a few.

CISO,
Global Electronics Manufacturer

"The shift to detection and response approaches spans
people, process and technology elements and will drive a
majority of security market growth over the next five
years."
"While this does not mean that prevention is unimportant
or that CISOs are giving up on preventing security incidents, it sends a clear message that prevention is futile
unless it is tied into a detection and response capability."
Sid Deshpande, Principal research analyst at Gartner.

LICENSE PROVISION
Leveraging relationships with leading technology
vendors, we benefit from better 'buy-prices' than
our competitors due to the volume of combined
usage throughout our customer base. We resell
both perpetual licenses and subscriptions with
capital financing options where required.

A UNIQUE APPROACH
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
We aim to offer as much of our experience as part
of the pre-sale process with a goal of demonstrating a fully implemented solution prior to purchase. Working with all project stakeholders, we
ensure they’re happy with the technology investment and alignment is achieved with business
goals. Our team will co-ordinate and deliver fully
operable solutions in short time-scales by deploying resources simultaneously and working through
delivery stages in parallel.

MANAGED SERVICES
Our customers' business is not in managing the
solutions we resell or implement so we offer a
range of managed services from a remotely deployed 'light-touch' capability to a fully owned and
supported service desk delivered on site at key
locations.

We are the specialists for Identifying Security and Compliance Exceptions across systems, networks and processes with specific focus in the following areas:
•
•
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•
•

Application Assessment and Firewalling
Cloud Security Assessment
CMDB Integration
Compliance Auditing
Detection and Response
Firewall Assurance & Network Mapping
Intrusion Prevention
Managed Services
Penetration Testing
Threat Protection
Vulnerability Management

Working with existing technologies and services, this can offer full
visibility of any existing or new and unknown risk throughout your
entire network, allowing you to make informed decisions to prioritise remedial tasks, thus reducing impact to the organisation. I
would be happy to have a brief call to discuss how we can help you
in this area.
A distinct, differentiating quality is our ability to review the business
and technical security processes to ensure they match your organisation's regulatory, legislative and corporate obligations.
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NEW FOR 2018 : CISO AS A SERVICE
A tailored service based on your own information security
needs. You will have both on-site and remote access to your
own CISO who can steer information security strategy. This
service can range in duration from being a few hours per
month consultancy to an interim full time CISO. Benefits includes:
Our CISO service is proven to deliver significant cost savings
and also be a reassuring presence of business stakeholders –
employees and investors alike.
• Access on or off-site to your own CISO who can steer your
information security strategy.
• Ability to deliver senior-level presentations of your security posture to key stakeholders, e.g. to your leadership
team or regulators.
• Assessment and development of the information security
skills of your wider team.
• Reduces threat of cyber attacks on your company – thereby potentially saving hundreds of thousands of pounds
and the company’s reputation.
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“False positives were ranked as the
number one hidden cost of endpoint detection in Ponemon’s 2017 State of End
Point Security Risk report”
Jonathan Crowe, Barkly

